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A Natural History of BeerYale University Press, 2019

	A celebration of beer—its science, its history, and its impact on human culture

	

	What can beer teach us about biology, history, and the natural world? From ancient Mesopotamian fermentation practices to the resurgent American craft brewery, Rob DeSalle and Ian Tattersall peruse the historical record and traverse...


		

The complete book of beer drinking games (and other really important stuff)Mustang Publishing, 1984
The Complete Book Of Beer Drinking Games lives up to its name with descriptions of fifty hilarious beer games like "Thumper and Quarters" to obscure but wild matches like "Slush Fund" and "Boot-a-Bout". The Complete Book Of Beer Drinking Games  celebrates a popular pastime for "towns & gowns" young adults...

		

.NET Windows Forms Custom ControlsSams Publishing, 2002
The intent of this book is to teach .NET developers the skills necessary to create their own leading edge custom controls. The art of creating custom controls has never been truly explored in detail, often the examples provided are trivial and do not begin to explore the requirements need for a commercial quality custom control.  This book will...






		

Professional Plone 4 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	I suspect Martin plied me to write this foreword while out one evening during the 2010 Plone Conference in Bristol. Full from an excellent dinner and even better conversation, beer in hand, who could say no?


	I've long envied Martin's ability to write. Text and code flow from his fingers at a rate that I can't even begin...


		

Delicious: The Evolution of Flavor and How It Made Us HumanPrinceton Press, 2021

	
		A savory account of how the pursuit of delicious foods shaped human evolution

		

		Nature, it has been said, invites us to eat by appetite and rewards by flavor. But what exactly are flavors? Why are some so pleasing while others are not? Delicious is a supremely entertaining foray into the heart of...



		

Encyclopedia of Junk Food and Fast FoodGreenwood Press, 2006
Eating junk food and fast food is a great all-American passion. American kids and grownups love their candy bars, Big Macs and supersized fries, Doritos, Twinkies, and Good Humor ice cream bars. The disastrous health effects from the enormous appetite for these processed fat- and sugar-loaded foods are well publicized now. This was particularly...





		

Instrumentation and Sensors for the Food Industry, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001
An authoritative and practical guide to the range of instrumentation and sensors available to the food technology professional. Revised to include new developments and techniques, including the development of on-line sensors for immediate analysis and control of production.

The enjoyable, everyday food in an industrialized society relies...

		

The Boundary Element Method with Programming: For Engineers and ScientistsSpringer, 2008
This is a thorough, yet understandable text about the boundary element method (BEM), an attractive alternative to the finite element method (FEM). It not only explains the theory, but also deals with the implementation into computer code written in FORTRAN 95 (software can be freely downloaded). Applications range from potential problems to static...

		

Homebrewing For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2008
The latest on gluten-free, organic, and green brewing    

    Make your own delicious lagers and ales    

    Want to become your own brewmeister? This must-have guide gives youeasy-to-follow instructions in everything from brewing and bottling tostoring, pouring, and kegging your own beer. You...






		

RFID SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2006
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called RFID tags. RFID tags can be small adhesive stickers containing antennas that allow them to receive and respond to transmissions from RFID transmitters. RFID tags are used to identify and track everything from Exxon EZ passes to dogs to...


		

Laszlo in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Laszlo in Action is the first comprehensive guide to the Laszlo system and its language LZX. OpenLaszlo is an increasingly popular open-source platform for the development and delivery of rich internet applications across multiple platforms: Flash, DHTML, and J2ME. The dramatic emergence of Ajax over the past year was a first step in the...

		

ASP.NET 3.5 Website Programming: Problem - Design - SolutionWrox Press, 2009

	Dear reader, thanks for picking up this book, and welcome to the ASP.NET 3.5 Website Programming: Problem–Design–Solution, fully updated to ASP.NET version 3.5! The idea for this book was born in 2001, with ASP.NET 1.0, from the desire to have a book that teaches how to create real-world web sites. The fi rst edition was published...
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